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The 6th  NEWSLETTER- LEARNING TREE 

 The last meeting of Learning Tree Project took place in Wroclaw (Poland) on the 9/10th of 
July. Besides host members, delegates from Italy and Turkey were present at the meeting.  

The main aim of the meeting was to do a summary of the conducted piloting courses, share 
the experiences and collect information for the final report. 

During the two-days meeting the following events took place: 

- Presentations of the piloting courses conducted by all Project partners. 
- Focus interview with the meeting participants about the project experiences. 
- Final report draft was analized and complited. 

DISCUSSION : about  work re-division, scenarios improvement, dissemination strategy for 
the following months, project suistanability after end of the E+ financing, and deadlines for 
presenting data necessary for the final report. 

 
 

The 16 scenarios of lessons and instructions are collected in the form of Handbook. The 
Handbook is translated in English, Turkish, Polish and Italian language and is available for 
sharing in electronic version under Creative Commons (CC) license. Thanks to the Learning 
Tree project the trainers have material for 16 lessons of ICT based on 4 modules: (1) basic 

  



computer skills, (2) basic Internet skills, (3)  creating a family tree using a computer, (4) 
creating a family tree using mobile applications (introduction). The course teaches how to 
work with text and images, how to use an Internet search engine, introduces the principle of 
safe moving around the Internet, as well as searching genealogical databases. It also 
includes elements of using social networking sites and forums offering support, as well as 
learning how to create family trees. 

The link to the Handbook: 

https://epale.ec.europa.eu/en/node/134300 
 

 

The Learning tree project has ended but the friendship will be still alive :) 
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